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CYCLE MODULES AND THE INTERSECTION A∞-ALGEBRA
by
Florian Ivorra
Abstract. — In his paper ChowGroupwith Coefficients, M. Rost has developed a generalization
of the classical Chow groups based on Milnor K-theory and an axiomatic generalization of it
called cycles modules. For a cycle module M with a ring structure and a smooth scheme X
of finite type over a field, we show that Rost’s cycle complex with coefficients C ∗(X ,M ) has a
structure of an A∞-algebra. In the case of Milnor K -theory it provides an homotopy model
for the classical intersection theory of cycles. To construct the A∞-algebra structure we first
construct such an A∞-algebra structure on a homotopy invariant version of Rost’s complex,
this step relies on geometry, and then we apply homological perturbation theory.
Re´sume´. — Dans son article Chow Groupwith Coefficients, M. Rost a ge´ne´ralise´ les groupes de
Chow classique a` partir de la K-the´orie de Milnor et une ge´ne´ralisation axiomatique de cette
dernie`re: les modules de cycles. E´tant donne´ un module de cycle M muni d’un produit et un
sche´ma lisse X de type fini sur un corps, nous montrons dans ce travail que le complexe de
cycle C ∗(X ,M ) a` coefficients dansM introduit par M. Rost posse`de une structure naturelle de
A∞-alge`bre. Dans le cas particulier de la K-the´orie de Milnor cette structure rele`ve la the´orie
classique de l’intersection des cycles alge´briques au niveau des complexes. La construction
pre´sente deux facettes, une facette ge´ome´trique reposant sur des espaces de de´formation au
coˆne normal ad hoc et une facette homologique reposant sur le lemme de perturbation.
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Introduction
The main basic operation in the intersection theory as developed by W. Fulton [Ful98]
is the Gysin map f ∗ : CHp (X ) → CHp−d (Y ) associated to a closed regular immersion f :
Y → X of codimension d between to separated schemes of finite type over a field k . This
map is obtained as the composition of the specialization map CHp (X )→ CHp (NYX ) pro-
vided by the deformation to the normal cone NYX and the inverse of the pullback map
CHp−d (Y )→ CHp (NYX ). In particular if X is smooth of pure dimension d , the diagonal
∆X :X → X ×k X being a closed regular immersion of codimension d , the associated Gysin
map allows to define the intersection of two cycles α ∈ CHp (X ) and β ∈ CHq (X ) as the cy-
cle in CHp+q−d (X ) given by α ·β =∆
∗
X (α×β ). This intersection product is associative since
Gysin maps are functorial. Recall that the usual Chow group CHp (X ) is the cokernel of the
divisor map: ⊕
x∈X (p+1)
κ(x )×
div
−→
⊕
x∈X (p )
Z,
which is the last non vanishing differential of the Gerten complex for Milnor K-theory
· · ·→
⊕
x∈X (p+r )
KM
r
(κ(x ))→ ·· ·→
⊕
x∈X (p+1)
KM
1
(κ(x ))
div
−→
⊕
x∈X (p )
KM
0
(κ(x ))→ 0.
In [Ros96]M. Rost has generalized the classical intersection theory in two directions, first
by considering the whole Gersten complex and not only its 0-homology and secondly
by allowing more general coefficients than Milnor K-groups: his so called cycle modules,
which are essentially graded modules over Milnor K-theory endowed with a few extra
maps. Given a cycle module M , M. Rost builds its intersection theory on the associated
cycle complex C∗(X ,M ), a Gersten like complex with components given by
Cp (X ,M ,n ) :=
⊕
x∈X (p )
Mn+p (κ(x )),
entirely in terms of the deformation to the normal cone and four basic maps defined in
a pointwise manner at the level of complexes: pullbacks, pushforwards, mutiplication by
units and boundary maps. Let Ap (X ,M ,n ) be the p-homology of the cycle complex of X ,
he not only constructs a Gysin map f ∗ : Ap (X ,M ,n )→ Ap−d (Y ,M ,n +d ) which coincides
with Fulton’s map for n =−p andM = KM
∗
, but he also lifts thismap to amapof complexes
I ( f ) :C∗(X ,M ,n )→C∗−d (Y ,M ,n +d )
entirely defined in terms of the four basic maps. To quote [Ros96, page 324]:
✭✭ [...] there is a canonical procedurewich starts from the choice of a coordination
of the normal bundle of f and yields a map I ( f ), as desired, defined in terms of
the four basic maps. Different choices lead to homotopic maps I ( f ), with the
homotopy again expressible in terms of the four basic maps ✮✮.
He also proves functoriality by showing that for another closed regular immersion g :Z →
Y the maps I (g ) ◦ I ( f ) and I ( f ◦ g ) are homotopic. Once again he constructs explicitly
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the homotopy in terms of the four basic maps and a space of double deformation to the
normal cone. By looking closely to the construction of the homotopy between I (g ) ◦ I ( f )
and I ( f ◦ g ) given in lemmas 11.6 and 11.7 of [Ros96], it is striking that not only does the
construction involve solely the four basic maps but that the homotopy itself looks like a
Gysinmap since it appears to be essentially the composition of some kind of specialization
map with a homotopy inverse. In one specializes to the case of the intersection products,
this suggests that the lack of associativity of the intersection product given by the Gysin
map I (∆X ) at the level of the cycle complex is controlled by an higher intersection product.
This observation and a loose analogy with symplectic geometry and Floer homology of
Lagrangian submanifolds, lead to think that, for a cycle module with a ring structure M ,
the cycle complex C ∗(X ,M ) of a smooth scheme X of finite type has a natural A∞-algebra
structure, that is an algebra structure which is only associative up to homotopy and higher
homotopies. The aim of this paper is to show that it is indeed the case: our main result is
the construction of a family of graded morphism of degree 2−n
m ∩X ,n :C
∗(X ,M )⊗n →C ∗(X ,M )
such that for each integer n ¾ 1∑
r+s+t=n
(−1)r+s tm ∩
X ,r+1+t
◦

1⊗r ⊗m ∩
X ,s
⊗1⊗t

= 0,
where the sum runs over all nonnegative integers r,s , t such that r + s + t = n . The map
m ∩X ,1 is the differential of the cycle complex and m
∩
X ,2 is a closed map which induces on
cohomology the intersection product defined in [Ros96]. To get these higher intersection
products we not only use the deformation to the normal cone and its double variant, but
also introduce higher versions of it to take into account all possible diagonal immersions.
This geometric construction done in the first section is designed to deform simultaneously
to the normal cone a finite number of closed immersions. If cycle complexes were strongly
homotopy invariant, that is if given any vector bundle E of finite rank over X the complex
C ∗(E ,M ) of the bundle was isomorphic via pullback to C ∗(X ,M ), this geometric deforma-
tion would be enough to construct the A∞-algebra structure solely in terms of the four
basic maps. Unfortunately the complex C ∗(E ,M ) is only a strong deformation retract of
C ∗(X ,M ) and moreover there is no canonical retraction as soon as E is not trivial: to get
a retraction one has to choose a coordination of the bundle E , a variant of the usual no-
tion of trivialization needed in [Ros96] for technical reasons. To overcome this problem
the idea is to replace C ∗(X ,M ) by a strong deformation retract that is a strongly homotopy
invariant complex and still possesses the formalism of the four basicmaps. This is done in
section three where we also construct the A∞-algebra structure on this complex. The final
step performed in section four consists in a descent along the retraction of the A∞-algebra
structure previously obtained on the homotopy invariant cycle complex to the true cycle
complex defined by M. Rost, a rather classical problem in homological perturbation the-
ory. We apply the perturbation lemma of [Gug72, GL89, GLS91], a method that has the
advantage to give explicit formulas again in terms of the four basic maps.
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Conventions. — In this work all the schemes are assumed to be separated, of finite type
over a field k and from section 2 on they are assumed to be of pure dimension. We refer
to the appendix for our sign conventions and the definition of the tensor DG category grC
of Z-graded complexes of abelian groups. Coordinates play a role in the construction of
[Ros96] and some formulas of loc.cit. do depend on them. So we fix some coordinates
t1, . . . , tn on An , in other words we write An = Spec(k [t1, . . . , tn ]). Given nonnegative inte-
gers r,s , t such that r + s + t = n , we denote by Ar ×k {0}s ×k At the closed subscheme
Spec(k [t1, . . . , tr , tr+s+1, . . . , tn ]) of An . We identify this scheme with Ar+t via the isomor-
phism of k -algebras
k [t1, . . . , tr ]→ k [t1, . . . , tr , tr+s+1, . . . , tn ])
such that t1 7→ t1, . . . , tr 7→ tr and tr+1 7→ tr+s+1, . . . , tr+t 7→ tn .
1. Higher deformations to the normal cone
Deformation to the normal cone is one of the basic geometrical tool needed to define
Gysin maps, the fundamental operation of intersection theory as developed in [Ful98] or
[Ros96]. We refer also to [Gil05] for a nice and short survey of intersection theory. More
generally is plays an important role in the definition of various specialization maps and
for example it is a basic ingredient in the microlocal theory of sheaves developed by M.
Sato and M. Kashiwara, P. Schapira [KS90]: the microlocalization functor is the Fourier
transform(1) of a specialization functor provided by a space of deformation to the normal
cone. The proof of functoriality for Gysin maps in [Ros96] is achieved through a space of
double deformation to the normal, this is also the approach used by M. Levine in [Lev98,
Part I, Chapter III,§2]. This space allows to deform simultaneously two closed immersions,
and similar deformation spaces appears also in the work of K. Takeuchi [Tak96, §2.2] on
bimicrolocalization.
In this section we define spaces of deformation to the normal cone that allow to deform
simultaneously a finite number of closed immersions. Deformations with a similar flavour
were considered in [Del96] to study some ramifiedCauchy problemswithin themicrolocal
theory of sheaves. In this paper J.-M. Delort develops a notion of simultaneous microlo-
calisation of a complex of sheaves on a product of real analytic manifolds along a product
of real analytic closed submanifolds.
1.1. Classical deformation to the normal cone. — Let us first start by recalling the con-
struction of the deformation to the normal cone D(X ,Y ) of a closed immersion ι : Y ,→ X .
It is the open complement of the closed subscheme BYX in the blow-upDYX of the closed
immersion Y ×k {0} ,→ X ×k A1. Let I be the ideal of OX corresponding to Y . The ideal of
definition of Y ×k {0} in X ×k A1 being
(I , t ) =I + t OX [t ],
(1)In the sense of Sato andMalgrange-Verdier.
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its n-th power is given by
(I , t )n =I n +I n−1t + · · ·+I t + t nOX [t ]
and so our blow-up DYX is the scheme Proj((I , t )n ). The open complement of BYX in
DYX is then the spectrum of the quasi-coherent OX [t ]-algebra
A :=
⊕
n∈Z
I n t −n ⊂OX [t , t
−1]
with the convention that I n = OX for nonpositive n . We haveA [t −1] = OX [t , t −1] and so
a diagram
X ×k Gm
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
q
D(X ,Y )

D(X ,Y )|Gm
oo


X ×k A1 X ×k Gm .oo
On the other hand(2)A /tA =⊕nI n/I n+1 and the fiber over {0} of the deformation space
is thus the normal cone CYX . We finally have the following diagram
D(X ,Y )|Gm
//
iso.


D(X ,Y )


D(X ,Y )|0oo

CYX

X ×k Gm // X ×k A1 Xoo Y .oo
1.2. Higher deformation to the normal cone. — The deformation space we introduce in
this paragraph is a higher analog of the symmetric double deformation space considered
by M. Rost in §10.6 of [Ros96].
1.2.1. — Let Y be a scheme of finite type over k . Wewant to deform to their normal cones
simultaneously a family of closed immersions in Y :
σ1 : Y1 ,→ Y , . . . ,σn : Yn ,→ Y
Let Ii ⊂OY be the ideal defining the closed subscheme Yi in Y . Then
A :=
⊕
(α1 ,...,αn )∈Zn
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αn
n
t
−α1
1 · · ·t
−αn
n
is a quasi-coherent OY [t1, . . . , tn ]-algebra contained in OY [t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn , t
−1
n ]. The simulta-
neous deformation to the normal cone of the immersions σ1, . . . ,σn is the affine scheme
over Y ×k An , corresponding to this quasi-coherent OY [t1, . . . , tn ]-algebra:
D(Y ,Y1, . . . ,Yn ) := Spec
 ⊕
(α1 ,...,αn )∈Zn
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αn
n
t
−α1
1 · · ·t
−αn
n
 .
(2)Here we do not put the sign in the identification as in [Ros96, §10.5]
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SinceA [t −11 , . . . , t
−1
n
] = OY [t1, t
−1
1 , . . . , tn , t
−1
n
], wehave the following commutative diagram:
Y ×Gm
n
vvlll
ll
ll
ll
ll
ll
l
D(Y ,Y1, . . . ,Yn )

D(Y ,Y1, . . . ,Yn )|Gnm
oo


Y ×k An Y ×k Gm
n .oo
1.2.2. — The functorial properties of the simultaneous deformation to the normal cone
are similar to the functorial properties of the more conventional deformation to the nor-
mal cone. Let Z be a k -scheme and
τ1 :Z1 ,→Z , . . . ,τn :Zn ,→Z ,
be a family of closed immersions. Consider a family of k -morphisms f : Z → Y and f i :
Zi → Yi such that the squares
Zi
τi //
f i

Z
f

Yi
σi // Y
(1)
commute for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}. Let Ki be the ideal of OZ which defines the closed sub-
schemeZ . The naturalmorphisms f ∗Ii →Ki ofOZ -modules induce amorphism of quasi-
coherent OZ [t1, . . . , tn ]-algebras
f ∗
 ⊕
(α1 ,...,αn )∈Zn
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αn
n t
−α1
1 · · ·t
−αn
n
→ ⊕
(α1 ,...,αn )∈Zn
K
α1
1 · · ·K
αn
n t
−α1
1 · · ·t
−αn
n , (2)
and thus a morphism ofZ ×k An -schemes
D ′( f , f 1, . . . , f n ) :D(Z ,Z1, . . . ,Zn )→D(Y ,Y1, . . . ,Yn )|Z×kAn .
So the functoriality of the simultaneous deformation space is summed up by the following
commutative diagram:
D(Z ,Z1, . . . ,Zn )
D ′(f ,f 1 ,...,f n )//
**UUU
UU
UU
UU
UU
UU
UU
UU
D(f ,f 1,...,f n )
++
D(Y ,Y1, . . . ,Yn )|Z×kAn
//


D(Y ,Y1, . . . ,Yn )

Z ×k An
f ×k id // Y ×k An .
Assume that the squares (1) are cartesian. Then the morphisms f ∗Ii → Ki are surjec-
tive and the morphism (2) is surjective as well. Therefore under the assumption that the
squares are cartesian, the morphism D ′( f , f 1, . . . , f n ) is a closed immersion.
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1.2.3. — For short we will denote by D the deformation space we have just defined, and
we will denote also by t1, . . . , tn ∈ Γ(D ,OD) the global functions defined by the chosen co-
ordinates on An . We let r,s , t be nonnegative integers such that n = r + s + t . The closed
subscheme of D defined by the equations tr+1 = · · · = tr+s = 0, is the affine scheme over
Ar ×{0}s ×At :
D|Ar×{0}s×At = Spec
 ⊕
(α1 ,...,αn )∈Zn
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αn
n∑r+s
i=r+1I
α1
1 · · ·I
αi+1
i · · ·I
αn
n
t
−α1
1 · · ·t
−αr
r
t
−αr+s+1
r+s+1 · · ·t
−αn
n
 .
To go further and identify this closed subscheme of D itself to some higher deformation
space to the normal cone, we need to assume that our closed immersions are transverse
enough. A rather strong transversality condition is enough for our purpose and we have
chosen to phrase it in terms of local coordinates:
T: locally on Y for the Zariski topology there exists an integerN ¾ 1, an e´tale morphism
Y →AN = Spec(k [t1, . . . , tN ]),
and a partition 1= ℓ0 < · · ·< ℓn+1 =N such that for all i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, the closed subscheme
Yi of Y is defined by the equations tℓi−1 = · · ·= tℓi = 0.
Remark 1.1. — Under the transversality assumption T, the closed immersion σ1, . . . ,σn
are regular and moreover for any (α1, . . . ,a n ) ∈Zn we have
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αn
n =I
α1
1 ∩ · · ·∩I
αn
n .
Remark that, if condition T holds for the closed immersions σ1, . . . ,σn , it still holds for the
closed immersions obtained after a smooth base change on Y .
From now on, assume that condition T is satisfied. Let us choose an integer i ∈ {1 . . . ,n}.
Then the closed subscheme of D defined by t i = 0 is
D|Ai−1×{0}×An−i = Spec
 ⊕
(α1 ,...,αn )∈Zn
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αn
n
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αi+1
i · · ·I
αn
n
t
−α1
1 · · ·t
−αi−1
i−1 t
−αi+1
i+1 · · ·t
−αn
n
 .
By remark 1.1, the transversality assumption T implies that
(I
α1
1 · · ·I
αn
n
)∩I
αi+1
i = (I
α1
1 ∩ · · ·∩I
αn
n
)∩I
αi+1
i =I
α1
1 ∩ · · ·∩I
αi+1
i ∩ · · ·∩I
αn
n
=I
α1
1 · · ·I
αi+1
i · · ·I
αn
n ,
and so we have a natural isomorphism
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αn
n
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αi+1
i · · ·I
αn
n
=
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αn
n +I
αi+1
i
I
αi+1
i
.
Remark 1.2. — Let Z ,→ Y be a closed immersion and I ⊂ OY the ideal of definition of Z
in Y . The normal cone ofZ in Y is the affine scheme overZ
CZY = Spec
 ⊕
m∈Z
Im
Im+1
!
.
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LetW ,→ Y be another closed immersion defined by an idealK ⊂OY . Then CZY |W×YZ is
the closed subscheme of CZY defined by the ideal of OCZYcK =⊕
m∈Z
KIm +Im+1
Im+1
.
This construction is compatible with the product of ideals: if L ⊂ OY is an ideal, thenØK ·L = cK · cL . In particular the n-th power of cK is
cK n =⊕
m∈Z
K nIm +Im+1
Im+1
.
By remark 1.2 applied to the immersion σi : Yi ,→ Y , we get an isomorphism of quasi-
coherent OYi [t1, . . . , t i−1, t i+1, . . . , tn ]-algebras between⊕
(α1 ,...,αn )∈Zn
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αn
n
I
α1
1 · · ·I
αi+1
i · · ·I
αn
n
t
−α1
1 · · ·t
−αi−1
i−1 t
−αi+1
i+1 · · ·t
−αn
n
and ⊕
(α1 ,...,αi−1,αi+1 ···αn )∈Zn
cI1α1 · · ·ÕIi−1αi−1ÕIi+1αi+1 · · ·ÓInαn t −α11 · · ·t −αi−1i−1 t −αi+1i+1 · · ·t −αnn
We thus get an isomorphism over Yi ×k An−1 between D|Ai−1×{0}×An−i and the deformation
space
D(N (Y ,Yi ),N (Y ,Yi )|Y1×Y Yi , . . . ,N (Y ,Yi )|Yi−1×Y Yi ,N (Y ,Yi )|Yi×Y Yi+1 , . . . ,N (Y ,Yi )|Yi×Y Yn ).
Let Yr,s ,t be the closed subscheme of Y defined by
Yr,s ,t := Yr+1 ×Y · · ·×Y Yr+s .
Consider the vector bundleN
r,s ,t
Y over Yr,s ,t defined inductively by
N
r,s ,t
Y :=
N (Y ,Yr+1) if s = 1N N r+1,s−1,tY ,N r+1,s−1,tY |Yr,s ,t  otherwise.
Let D r,s ,t be the deformation space
D r,s ,t :=D

N r,s ,tY ,N
r,s ,t
Y |Y1×Y Yr,s ,t , . . . ,N
r,s ,t
Y |Yr×Y Yr,s ,t ,N
r,s ,t
Y |Yr,s ,t×Y Yr+s+1 , . . . ,N
r,s ,t
Y |Yr,s ,t×Y Yn

Since condition T is stable by smooth base change on the target, by induction we get an
isomorphism between D|Ar×{0}s×At and D r,s ,t over Yr,s ,t ×k Ar+t . In the sequel we identify
these two deformation spaces via this isomorphism.
1.3. Deformation of the diagonals. — Now we consider the special case of the diagonal
closed immersions. Let X be a smooth scheme of finite type over k and n ¾ 2 be an integer.
We consider the following closed immersions
δi
X ,n
:= idi−1
X
×k ∆X ×k id
n−1−i
X
: Xn−1 ,→ Xn i ∈ {1, . . . ,n −1}
where ∆X : X ,→ X ×k X is the diagonal immersion. We denote by DX ,n the corresponding
space of simultaneous deformation to the normal cone which is an affine scheme over
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Xn ×k An−1. In the sequel we denote byωX ,n the projection map fromDX ,n to Xn ×k An−1.
Since X is smooth, condition T holds for this family of closed immersions. By construction
the projection mapωX ,n induces an isomorphism
DX ,n |Gn−1m ≃X
n ×k G
n−1
m .
Throughout the sequel we will identify these two schemes. Moreover the fiber over {0}n−1
is a vector bundleNX ,n over X seen as a closed subscheme of Xn via the diagonal immer-
sion. As before, let r,s , t be nonnegative integers such that r+s+t = n , and let u = r+1+t .
With the notation of the previous subsection, we have
(Xn )r,s ,t = X
u ,→ Xn
with the immersion given by idX r ×k ∆X ,s ×k idX t , where ∆X ,s : X ,→ X s is the diagonal
immersion. We also have for i ∈ {1, . . . ,r }
Xn−1×δiX ,n ,X n (X
n )r,s ,t // (Xn )r,s ,t
Xu−1
δiX ,u // Xu
and for i ∈ {r + s +1, . . . ,n −1}
(Xn )r,s ,t ×X n ,δiX ,n X
n−1 // (Xn )r,s ,t
Xu−1
δiX ,u // Xu
We setN
r,s ,t
X ,n :=N
r,s ,t
X n . Using the functorial properties of the simultaneous deformation to
the normal cone given in §1.2.2 we see from the two previous squares and the construc-
tion of the deformation space D
r,s ,t
X ,n , that we a natural morphism ̟
r,s ,t
X ,n : D
r,s ,t
X ,n → DX ,u of
schemes over Xu ×k Au−1, which fits into the commutative diagram:
NX ,n //

%%
D
r,s ,t
X ,n
ωr,s ,tX ,n
%%KK
KK
KK
KK
KK
̟r,s ,tX ,n

Xu ×k {0}u−1 // Xu ×k Au−1
NX ,u //
88
DX ,u
ωX ,u
99rrrrrrrrrr
in which the squares are cartesian. Moreover via the first vertical arrow NX ,n is a vector
bundle of finite rank overNX ,u . We also have amorphism̟
n
X ,s which fits into the following
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square:
DX ,n
ωX ,n //
̟nX ,s

Xn ×k An−1

X r ×k DX ,s ×k X t ×k Ar ×k At
idX r ×k ωX ,s ×k idAr ×k idAt
// X r ×k X s ×k As−1×k X t ×k Ar ×k At
where the second vertical arrow is given by the permutation of factors.
2. Cycle complexes and the four basic maps
In this section we recall shortly the definition of a cycle module and the four basic op-
erations on the associated cycle complex. For the particular need of this work we have
to consider boundary morphisms for generalized boundary triples where the open subset
is not necessarily the open complement of the closed subset but may be strictly smaller.
Those weak boundary morphisms share all the properties of usual boundary morphisms
except they are not anymore closed as graded maps.
2.1. Cycle modules and cycle complexes. — Let M ∗ be a functor from the category of
finitely generated field extensions of k to the category of graded abelian groups. Given a
finitely generated extension F |k , we will simply denote by M ∗(F ) the value of M ∗ at the
extension F |k . For finitely generated extensions F |k and E |F , we denote by
ResE |F :M ∗(F )→M ∗(E )
the structural morphism, also called the restriction morphism, which is by definition a
morphism of degree 0.
A (Z-graded) cycle premodule is a functor M ∗ from the category of finitely generated
field extension of k to the category of graded abelian groups together with the following
additional data:
D2: for any finite extension E |F of finitely generated field extensions of k a morphism
of degree 0
CoresE |F :M ∗(E )→M ∗(F )
called the corestrictionmorphism or normmap;
D3: for any finitely generated extension F |k a structure onM ∗(F ) of left-gradedmodule
over the Milnor ring KM
∗
(F );
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D4: for any finitely generated extension F |k and each geometric(3) discrete valuation v
of rank 1 on F |k , a morphism
∂v :M ∗(F )→M ∗(κ(v ))
of degree−1, called the residue morphism.
All these morphisms also satisfy various compatibility conditions as given in [Ros96, §1]
and we will freely refer to these rules in the sequel. LetM ∗ be a cycle premodule. Let X be
a normal irreducible scheme of finite type over k and x be a codimension one point. The
function field of X is then the residue field κ(η) at the generic point η of X and the local
ring OX ,x is a discrete valuation ring of rank 1 with fraction field κ(η) and residue field κ(x ),
the corresponding valuation is geometric and axiomD4 provides thus a residuemorphism
of degree−1:
∂x :M ∗(κ(η))→M ∗(κ(x )).
Now let X be any k -scheme of finite type and x be a point in X . The normalisation of the
integral subscheme {x } is an integral normal scheme finite and birational over {x }. Over
any codimension one point y of in {x } there lies finitely many point in the normalisation
and they are all of codimension one. For any such point z above y , we have a residue
morphism
∂z :M ∗(κ(x ))→M ∗(κ(z ))
and so a well defined morphism of degree −1 fromM ∗(κ(x )) toM ∗(κ(y ))
∂ xy =
∑
z |y
Coresκ(z )|κ(y ) ◦ ∂z . (3)
When y is point in X which is not of codimension one in {x }we simply set ∂ x
y
= 0. A cycle
moduleM ∗ is a cycle premodule which satisfies the following two conditions:
(FD) for any irreductible normal scheme of finite type over k and any element m ∈
M ∗(κ(η)), the set
{x ∈X (1) : ∂ η
x
(m ) 6= 0}
is finite where η is the generic point of X ;
(C) for any integral local 2-dimensional scheme X we have∑
x∈X (1)
∂ x
s
◦ ∂ η
x
= 0
where η is the generic point and s the closed point of X .
(3)As far as valuations are concerned we will use the conventions and vocabulary of [ZS60, chapter VI] as in
[Ros96]; they are not consistent with Bourbaki’s conventions [Bou64]. Recall that for a discrete valuation v of
rank n on a finitely generated extension F |k , we have the inequality
n + tr.degk (κ(v ))¶ tr.degk (F ).
The valuation v is said to be geometric when this inequality is an equality. We refer to [Mer08] for some useful
properties of geometric valuations not proved in [Ros96].
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Our main result concerns smooth schemes of finite type over k , so to simplify notation,
we use from the beginning the codimension indexing for all Rost cycle complexes. We will
therefore assume all schemes to be of pure dimension over k . Let M ∗ be a cycle module
and X be a scheme of finite type over k . We let
C p (X ,M ,n ) =
⊕
x∈X (p )
Mn−p (κ(x ))
and define a morphism
d :C p (X ,M ,n )→C p+1(X ,M ,n )
such that the component along x ∈ X (p ) and y ∈ X (p+1) is given by the morphism ∂ x
y
. The
definition has sense thanks to condition FD and from C it follows that d is a differential.
Thus for each integer n , we obtain a complex of abelian groupsC ∗(X ,M ,n ) andwe denote
by C ∗(X ,M ) the associated graded complex of abelian groups:
C ∗(X ,M ) :=
⊕
n∈Z
C ∗(X ,M ,n ).
This complex is Z-graded by definition and so belongs to the category grC.
2.2. Operations on cycle complexes. — The four basic maps on cycle complexes intro-
duced in [Ros96, §3] are pushforwards, pullbacks, boundary morphisms, and multiplica-
tions byunits. The fifth important operation is the productmapdefined for a cyclemodule
with a ring structure such as for example Milnor K-theory.
2.2.1. — Let X ,Y be schemes of finite type over k and f : Y → X be a morphism of con-
stant relative dimension r .
(1) The pushforward f ∗ : C ∗(Y ,M )→ C ∗(X ,M ) is the morphism in grC defined by the
morphisms of abelian groups
f ∗ :C
p (Y ,M ,n )→C p−r (X ,M ,n − r )
whose components are given by
( f ∗)
y
x =
Coresκ(y )|κ(x ) if x = f (y ) and κ(y )|κ(x ) is finite0 otherwise.
The pushforward is a graded morphism of degree (−r,r ), moreover as proved in [Ros96,
Proposition 4.6 (1)] it is closed when f is proper.
(2) Assume that f is flat. The pullback f ∗ :C ∗(X ,M )→C ∗(Y ,M ) is themorphism in grC
defined by the morphisms of abelian groups
f ∗ :C p (X ,M ,n )→C p (Y ,M ,n )
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whose components are given by
( f ∗)x
y
=
lg

Of −1(Z ),y

·Resκ(y )|κ(x ) if x = f (y )
0 otherwise
where Z = {x } with its reduced scheme structure. The pullback is a closed graded mor-
phism of degree (0,0) [Ros96, Proposition 4.6 (2)].
(3) Let X be a k -scheme of finite type and Z ,→ X be a closed immersion. Denote byU
its open complement. Assume that Z is of pure codimension c in X . We have a boundary
triple
U ,→ X ←-Z
and by taking the ∂ x
y
defined in (3) we get the boundary map defined by M. Rost ∂ UZ :
C ∗(U ,M )→C ∗(Z ,M )which is a closed gradedmorphism in grC of degree (1−c ,c ) [Ros96,
Proposition 4.6 (4)].
(4) Let X be scheme of finite type over k . We have the evaluation map
Γ(X ,O ×
X
)→O ×
X ,x
→ κ(x )×;a 7→ a (x )
and so global units a 1, . . . ,a r ∈ Γ(X ,O
×
X ) provide a symbol {a 1(x ), . . . ,a r (x )} ∈ K
M
r
(κ(x )).
We have then a gradedmorphism of bidegree (0,r )
{a 1, . . . ,a r } :C
∗(X ,M )→C ∗(X ,M )
defined by
{a 1, . . . ,a r }
x
y :=
{a 1(x ), . . . ,a r (x )}· if y = x ,0 otherwise
This morphism is closed [Ros96, Proposition 4.6 (3)].
Pushforwards and pullbacks are functorial. These four basic operations satisfy various
formulas proved in [Ros96, §4]. We recall here without proof the formulas we will use:
(1) for each cartesian square
X ′
g ′ //
f ′


Y ′
f

X
g // Y
with f proper and g flat both of constant relative dimension, we have g ∗ ◦ f ∗ = f ′∗ ◦ g
′∗
[Ros96, Proposition 4.1 (3)];
(2) let f : Y → X be a flat morphism of constant relative dimension r and a ∈ Γ(X ,O ×X )
a unit, we have f ∗ ◦ {a }= { f ∗a } ◦ f ∗ [Ros96, Lemma 4.3 (2)];
(3) given a boundary tripleU ,→ X ←-Z and a unit a ∈ Γ(X ,O ×X ), we have ∂
U
Z ◦ {j
∗a } =
−{i ∗a } ◦∂ UZ where j :U ,→ X is the open immersion and i :Z ,→ X is the closed immersion
[Ros96, Lemma 4.3 (2)];
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(4) let f : Y → X be a flat morphism of constant relative dimension andU ,→ X ←-Z be
a boundary triple, consider the induced boundary triple and cartesian diagram
V
  //
f ′

Y
f


W?
_oo
f ′′

U
  // X Z ,?
_oo
we have f ′′∗ ◦ ∂ UZ = ∂
V
W ◦ f
′∗ [Ros96, Proposition 4.4 (2)].
2.2.2. — To construct the intersection A∞ on the cycle complex of a smooth scheme, we
need to consider boundary morphisms for slightly generalized boundary triples (called
weak boundary triples in the sequel) where the open subsetU is only assumed to be con-
tained in the open complement of the closed subset Z . The associated boundary mor-
phism
∂ UZ :C
∗(U ,M )→C ∗(Z ,M )
is defined in exactly the sameway. It is still amorphism in grC of bidegree (1−c ,c )where c
is the codimension ofZ in X and formulas still hold for weak boundary triples with exactly
the same proof. However this graded morphism is not closed in general as soon as U is
strictly contained in the open complement ofZ .
2.2.3. — LetM be a cycle module with ring product ×µ, and X ,Y be k -schemes of finite
type. The product is a map in grC of degree (0,0)
×µ :C
∗(X ,M )⊗C ∗(Y ,M )→C ∗(X ×k Y ,M ).
This graded morphism is given by a collection of maps of abelian groups
C p (X ,M ,n )⊗ZC
q (Y ,M ,m )→C p+q (X ×k Y ,M ,n +m ).
These maps are defined as follows. Let x be a point of codimension p in X , y be a point
of codimension q in Y , and take elements a ∈Mn−p (κ(x )) and b ∈Mm−q (κ(y )). Let Z =
{x } and W = {y } with their reduced scheme structure. Then a ×µ b is the element in
C p+q (X ×k Y ,n +m )with components
(a ×µb )u =
lg(OZ×kW,u ) ·Resκ(u )|κ(x )(a ) ·Resκ(u )|κ(y )(b ) if u is a generic point ofZ ×k W ;0 otherwise.
Remark 2.1. — It follows from the definition that the product is associative. In the case
of Milnor K-theory it is also compatible with the classical product on Chow groups.
For sake of completeness we include here a proof that the product map is closed, this
corrects the wrong sign in chain rule 14.4 of [Ros96].
Lemma 2.2. — The product morphism
×µ :C
∗(X ,M )⊗C ∗(Y ,M )→C ∗(X ×k Y ,M )
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is closed in grC.
Proof. — Let x be a codimension p point in X and y be a codimension q point in Y . Let
a inMn−p (κ(x )) and b inMm−q (κ(y )), we have to prove the equality
d (a ×µb ) = (d a )×µb +(−1)
n+pa ×µ (db ). (4)
Let u ′ be a point of codimension p +q +1 in X ×k Y . It amounts to prove that the compo-
nents along u ′ of both sides are equal. Denote by x ′ and y ′ the projection of u ′ on X and
Y . According to the definition of the differential and the product, both of them vanish if
we are not in one of the following two cases:
(1) x ′ ∈ {x }
(1)
and y ′ = y ;
(2) x ′ = x and y ′ ∈ {y }
(1)
.
In the first case, the u ′-component of (d a )×µ b vanishes whereas in the second case the
u ′-component of a ×µ (db ) vanishes. Assume that we are in the second case. Then
d (a ×µb ) =
∑
u ,z
Coresκ(z )|κ(u ′ )∂v (z )

(a ×µ b )u

=
∑
u ,z
lg(OZ×kW ,u )Coresκ(z )|κ(u ′ )∂v (z )

Resκ(u )|κ(x )(a ) ·Resκ(u )|κ(y )(b )

where the sum runs over codimension p +q points u in X ×k Y lying above x ,y and such
that u ′ ∈ {u }
(1)
and over points z ∈ {u }
N
lying over u ′. Fix such points u and z and let
α = Resκ(u )|κ(x )(a ) and β = Resκ(u )|κ(y )(b ). Rule P3 of [Ros96] applied to the valuation v (z )
and the elements α ∈Mn−p (κ(u )) and β ∈Mm−q (κ(u )) gives
∂v (z )(α ·β ) = ∂v (z )(α) · s
π
v (z )
(β )+ (−1)n+p sπ
v (z )
(α) · ∂v (z )(β )+ {−1} · ∂v (z )(α) · ∂v (z )(β )
where π is a uniformizer of the valuation v (z ). Since the valuation v (z ) on κ(u ) is trivial
on κ(x ), rule R3c assures that ∂v (z )(α) = 0 and thus
∂v (z )(α ·β ) = (−1)
n+p sπ
v (z )
(α) · ∂v (z )(β ).
Now by rule R3d, we have sπv (z )(α) = Resκ(z )|κ(x )(a ). Using rule R2b we get
Coresκ(z )|κ(u ′ )∂v (z )
 
α ·β

= (−1)n+pCoresκ(z )|κ(u ′ )
 
Resκ(z )|κ(x )(a ) · ∂v (z )(β )

= (−1)n+pResκ(u ′)|κ(x )(a ) ·
 
Coresκ(z )|κ(u ′ )∂v (z )(β )

Therefore we get
[d (a×µb )]u ′ =
∑
u ,z
(−1)n+p lg(OZ×kW,u )Resκ(u ′)|κ(x )(a ) ·
 
Coresκ(z )|κ(u ′ )∂v (z )(β )

= (−1)n+pResκ(u ′)|κ(x )(a ) ·
 ∑
z
Coresκ(z )|κ(u ′)∂v (z )
 ∑
u
lg(OZ×kW ,u )Resκ(u )|κ(y )(b )
!!
= (−1)n+pResκ(u ′)|κ(x )(a ) · (d ◦p
∗
2
(b ))u ′
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where p2 : Z ×k Y → Y is the projection. Now by proposition 4.6 (2) of [Ros96] the flat
pullback p ∗2 is a closed map in grC, we have d ◦p
∗
2 = p
∗
2 ◦d , and from this we conclude that
[d (a ×µb )]u ′ = (−1)
n+p (a ×µ db )u ′
A similar computation in the first case yields
[d (a ×µb )]u ′ = (d a ×µb )u ′
Adding the last two formulas we finaly get equality (4) as desired.
A computation similar to the one given in the proof of lemma 2.2 yields:
Lemma 2.3. — LetU ,→ X ←-Z be a weak boundary triple and Y ,Y ′ be k -schemes of finite
type. We have then a weak boundary triple
Y ×k U ×k Y
′ ,→ Y ×k X ×k Y
′←- Y ×k Z ×k Y
′
and a commutative square
C ∗(Y ,M )⊗C ∗(U ,M )⊗C ∗(Y ′,M )
1⊗∂ UZ ⊗1

×µ◦(1U⊗×µ)// C ∗(Y ×k U ×k Y ′,M )
∂
Y×kU×k Y
′
Y×k Z×k Y
′

C ∗(Y ,M )⊗C ∗(Z ,M )⊗C ∗(Y ′,M )
×µ◦(1U⊗×µ)// C ∗(Y ×k Z ×k Y ′,M ).
3. Homotopy invariance and higher intersection products
3.1. The homotopy invariant cycle complex. — In [Ros96], M. Rost shows homotopy in-
variance for cycle complexes. More precisely he proves that for a vector bundle E of finite
rank over a k -scheme of finite type X , the cycle complex C ∗(E ,M ) is a strong deformation
retract of C ∗(X ,M ). However there is no canonical retraction as soon as E is not trivial: to
get a retraction one has to choose a coordination of the bundle E , a variant of the usual
notion of trivialization adapted to the use of boundarymaps. This dependance disappears
at the derived category level, but we have to work at the level of complex and the lack of
a canonical homotopy inverse is a serious drawback. To overcome this problem in this
section we replace C ∗(X ,M ) by strong deformation retract that still possesses the formal-
ism of the four basic maps. Usually homotopy invariance is achieved by considering some
kind of Bloch-Suslin complex, instead here we simply consider a colimit.
3.1.1. — We let πn ,n−1 : An → An−1 be the map of schemes induced by the inclusion of
rings k [t1, . . . , tn−1] ,→ k [t1, . . . , tn ]. For a k -scheme X of finite type, we let πX ,n ,n−1 := idX×k
πn ,n−1. We denote by πX ,n : X ×k An → X the projection.
Definition 3.1. — Let X be a k -scheme of finite type andM be a cyclemodule over k . We
letC ∗(X ,M ) be the complex of abelian groups
C ∗(X ,M ) = colimn C
∗(X ×An ,M )
with structural morphisms in the inductive system given by the flat pullbacks π∗X ,n ,n−1.
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By construction we have a closed graded map of degree (0,0):
αA
X
:C ∗(X ,M )→C ∗(X ,M ).
3.1.2. — The four basics maps defined by M. Rost in [Ros96, §3] extend directly to the
complex C ∗(X ,M ). For sake of completeness we provide some details, but this is straight-
forward from the various compatibilities between the four basic maps checked in [Ros96,
§4]. Let X ,Y be scheme of finite type over k and f : Y → X amorphism of constant relative
dimension r . Flat pull-back being functorial, if f is flat it induces a commutative diagram
C ∗(X ,M ) //
f ∗

· · · // C ∗(X ×k An−1,M )
π∗X ,n ,n−1 //
(f ×k idAn−1 )
∗

C ∗(X ×k An ,M ) //
(f ×k idAn )
∗

· · ·
C ∗(Y ,M ) // · · · // C ∗(Y ×k An−1,M )
π∗Y ,n ,n−1 // C ∗(Y ×k An ,M ) // · · ·
and taking colimits, we get a closed graded morphism f ∗ : C ∗(X ,M )→C ∗(Y ,M ) of bide-
gree (0,0). If f is proper we get, using the base change formula, a commutative diagram
C ∗(Y ,M ) //
f ∗

· · · // C ∗(Y ×k An−1,M )
π∗Y ,n ,n−1 //
(f ×k idAn−1 )∗
C ∗(Y ×k An ,M ) //
(f ×k idAn )∗

· · ·
C ∗(X ,M ) // · · · // C ∗(X ×k An−1,M )
π∗X ,n ,n−1 // C ∗(X ×k An ,M ) // · · ·
which provides a closed graded morphism f ∗ :C ∗(X ,M )→C ∗(Y ,M ) of bidegree (−r,r ).
Remark 3.2. — From the definition it is obvious that the base change formula holds for
the complexes C ∗(X ,M ), more precisely for each cartesian square
X ′
g ′ //
f ′


Y ′
f

X
g // Y
with f proper and g flat, we have g ∗ ◦ f ∗= f ′∗ ◦ g
′∗.
Let a 1, . . . ,a s ∈ Γ(X ,O
×
X ) be global units on a k -scheme X of finite type. According to
[Ros96, Lemma 4.3] we have a commutative diagram
C ∗(X ,M ) //
{a 1,...,a s }

· · · // C ∗(X ×k An−1,M )
π∗X ,n ,n−1 //
{π∗n−1a 1,...,π
∗
n−1a s }

C ∗(X ×k An ,M ) //
{π∗
n
a 1,...,π∗na s }

· · ·
C ∗(X ,M ) // · · · // C ∗(X ×k An−1,M )
π∗X ,n ,n−1 // C ∗(X ×k An ,M ) // · · ·
and thus a closed gradedmorphism {a 1, . . . ,a s } :C ∗(X ,M )→C ∗(X ,M ) of bidegree (0,−s ).
Given a weak boundary triple U ,→ W ←- Y , where Y is of pure codimension c in X , we
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have a commutative diagram by [Ros96, Proposition 4.4]
C ∗(U ,M ) //
∂ UY

· · · // C ∗(U ×k An−1,M )
π∗U ,n ,n−1 //
∂
U×k A
n−1
Y×k A
n−1

C ∗(U ×k An ,M ) //
∂
U×k A
n
Y×k A
n

· · ·
C ∗(Y ,M ) // · · · // C ∗(Y ×An−1,M )
π∗Y ,n ,n−1 // C ∗(Y ×k An ,M ) // · · ·
and thus a graded morphism ∂ UY :C
∗(U ,M )→C ∗(Y ,M ) of bidegree (1− c ,c ). If the weak
boundary triple is a boundary triple then this morphism is closed. All compatibilities be-
tween basic maps proved in [Ros96, §4] hold true forC ∗(X ,M ).
3.1.3. — Assume thatM has a ring structure. Via the definitions and rule R2a, it is easy to
check that the products on C ∗(X ,M )
µX ,n :C
∗(X ,M )⊗n →C ∗(X ,M )
defined in §2.2.3 by the ring structure onM are compatible with pullbacks, in particular
µX×kAr ,n ◦ (π
∗
X ,r,r−1
)⊗n = (π∗
X ,r,r−1
) ◦µX×kAr−1,n ;
and we get a closed graded map of bidegree (0,0)
µAX ,n :C (X ,M )
⊗n →C ∗(Xn ,M ).
The homotopy invariant cycle complex has therefore also a product structure.
3.1.4. — By definition the pullback map C ∗(X ,M ) → C ∗(X ×k A1) is an isomorphism.
More generally we have the following lemma:
Lemma 3.3. — Let X be a k -scheme of finite type and E be a vector bundle of finite rank
over X . Then the pullback morphism
C ∗(X ,M )→C ∗(E ,M ) (5)
is an isomorphism.
Proof. — It is enough to check that the presheaf Y 7→ C p (Y ,M ,m ) on the small Nisnevich
site XNis of X is a Nisnevich sheaf. Indeed in that case the presheaf Y 7→ C p (E |Y ,M ,m ) on
XNis is also a Nisnevich sheaf and the proof that (5) is an isomorphism can be done locally
on X for the Zariski topology, and we are reduced to the case of a trivial bundle of finite
rank which follows from the definition of the homotopy invariant cycle complex. Since X
is assumed to be of pure dimension, it is equivalent to show that the presheaf on XNis
Y 7→ Cp (Y ,M ,m ) = colimn Cp+n (Y ×k A
n ,M ,m −n )
is a Nisnevich sheaf. Recall that a presheaf of abelian group F on XNis is a Nisnevich sheaf
if and only if the square
F (Y ) //

F (V )

F (U ) // F (UV )
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is cartesian for any e´tale morphism Y → X and any distinguished cartesian square(4)
UV //


V
p

U
e // Y .
Given an excision square we have decompositions as a direct sums of abelian groups
Cp (Y ,M ,n ) =Cp (U ,M ,m )⊕Cp (Z ,M ,m )
Cp (V,M ,n ) =Cp (UV ,M ,m )⊕Cp (ZV ,M ,m )
where Z is the closed complement ofU in Y with its reduced scheme structure and ZV is
the closed complement ofUV in V with its reduced scheme structure. Since the squares
UV ×k An //


V ×k An
p

U ×k An
e // Y ×k An
are also excision squares, we have similar decompositions:
Cp+n (Y ×k A
n ,M ,m −n ) =Cp+n (U ×k A
n ,M ,m −n )⊕Cp+n (Z ×k A
n ,M ,m −n )
Cp+n (V ×k A
n ,M ,m −n ) =Cp+n (UV ×k A
n ,M ,m −n )⊕Cp+n (ZV ×k A
n ,M ,m −n ).
Taking the colimit over n we get decompositions as direct sums of abelian groups
Cp (Y ,M ,m ) =Cp (U ,M ,m )⊕Cp (Z ,M ,m )
Cp (V,M ,m ) =Cp (UV ,M ,m )⊕Cp (ZV ,M ,m )
and the results follows.
Let C andD be objects in grC. We assume to be given two closed graded maps of bide-
gree (0,0)
C
α //
D
r
oo
such that r ◦α= 1 and a gradedmapH :D→D of bidegree (−1,0) such thatδ(H ) = 1−α◦r .
Such objects and maps are called SDR-data. In the terminology of [Ros96, §9.1] a closed
graded map α :C →D of bidegree (0,0) is called a strong homotopy equivalence if there is
an SDR-datum such thatH ◦α= 0 and the pair (r,H ) is called an h-data for α. To be short
a SDR-datum will be denoted by the diagram
C
α //
D
r
oo ,H

.
(4)This means that such that p is an e´tale morphism, e is an open immersion and the induced map of closed
subschemes with their reduced scheme structure V \UV → Y \U is an isomorphism.
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Let us denote by αX : C ∗(X ,M )→ C ∗(X ×k A1) the pullback map. As shown by M. Rost in
[Ros96, §9.1] themorphism αX is strong homotopy equivalence and an h-data is provided
by the two gradedmaps
rX :C
∗(X ×k A
1,M )
j ∗
−→C ∗(X ×k Gm ,M )
{−1/t }
−−−→C ∗(X ×k Gm )
∂∞
−→C ∗(X ,M );
HX :C
∗(X ×k A
1,M )
p ∗2
−→C ∗(X ×k (A
1×k A
1 \∆),M )
{s−t }
−−→ C ∗(X ×k (A1×k A1 \∆),M )
p1∗

C ∗(X ×k A1,M ).
In the definition above t is the standard coordinate onA1, s , t are the coordinates onA1×
A1, ∆ is the diagonal, p1,p2 are the two projections, j : Gm ,→ A1 is the open embedding
and ∂∞ is the boundary morphism with respects to the boundary triple
X ×Gm ,→ X ×k (P
1 \ {0})←- X ×k {∞}= X .
By induction one defines
rX ,n = rX ,n−1 ◦ rX×kAn−1 HX ,n =HX×kAn−1 +π
∗
X ,n ,n−1
◦HX ,n−1 ◦ rX×kAn−1 .
Our definition of a retraction differs slightly from Rost’s definition, this choice is more
convenient for us. Indeed with our conventions one has
HX ,n ◦π
∗
X ,n ,n−1
=HX×kAn−1 ◦π
∗
X ,n ,n−1
+π∗
X ,n ,n−1
◦HX ,n−1 ◦ rX×kAn−1 ◦π
∗
X ,n ,n−1
= 0+π∗
X ,n ,n−1
◦HX ,n−1 =π
∗
X ,n ,n−1
◦HX ,n−1
and therefore we get a gradedmap of degree (−1,0)
HA
X
:= colimn HX ,n :C
∗(X ,M )→C ∗(X ,M ).
Since rX ,n ◦π
∗
X ,n ,n−1 = rX ,n−1, we also have a closed gradedmap of degree (0,0)
r AX :C
∗(X ,M )→C ∗(X ,M ).
It is easy to check that δ(HX ,n ) = 1X×kAn −π
∗
X ,n ◦ rX ,n and so the graded maps r
A
X and H
A
X
provide an h-data for αAX :  C ∗(X ,M ) αAX // C ∗(X ,M )
rAX
oo ,HA
X
 .
3.2. A∞-algebra structure on homotopy invariant cycle complexes. — In the present
subsection we assume that X is a smooth scheme of finite type over k . It will be con-
venient to shorten our notation and write simply [X ] to denote the homotopy invariant
cycle complex C ∗(X ,M ) with coefficients in a cycle module M . We assume that M has a
ring structure and explain how to the higher deformation spaces introduced in section 1.3
provide an A∞-algebra structure on [X ].
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3.2.1. — First let us recall the definition of an A∞-algebra. The formulation we give below
is sufficient for our need in the present section, we will need a more compact but maybe
less intuitive reformulation of the definition in the next section. AnA∞-algebra is an object
A in grC together with a gradedmap of bidegree (2−n ,0)
mn :A
⊗n → A
for each integer n ¾ 1, such that
– m1 coincides with the differential of A ;
– for any integer n ¾ 1∑
r+s+t=n
(−1)r+s tmu ◦

1⊗rA ⊗m s ⊗1
⊗t
A

= 0
where the sum runs over all nonnegative integers r,s , t such that r + s + t = n and u =
r +1+ t .
3.2.2. — Letn ¾ 2 be an integer. The higher deformation spaceDX ,n defined in subsection
1.3 provides a weak boundary triple
Xn ×k G
n−1
m
,→DX ,n ←-NX ,n
and the fiberNX ,n over {0}n−1 ofDX ,n is a vector bundle of finite rank overX . Let us denote
by ∂X ,n :

Xn ×k Gn−1m

→ [NX ,n ] the boundary morphism associated to this triple and let
ηX ,n : NX ,n → X be the projection. The higher specialization map JX ,n is defined as the
composition
[Xn ]
(ρX ,n )∗
−−−→

Xn ×k G
n−1
m
 {t1,...,tn−1}
−−−−−→

Xn ×k G
n−1
m
 ∂X ,n
−→

NX ,n

where ρX ,n : Xn ×k Gn−1m → X
n denotes the projection map. By lemma 3.3, we know that
the map η∗X ,n is an isomorphism, we can therefore define our higher products
m
A,∩
X ,n :C
∗(X ,M )⊗n →C ∗(X ,M )
to be the maps
m A,∩X ,n = (η
∗
X ,n
)−1 ◦ JX ,n ◦µ
A
X ,n
.
For n = 1 the mapm A,∩X ,1 is simply the differential of [X ].
3.2.3. — Now the main result is:
Theorem 3.4. — The maps m A,∩X ,n satisfy the relation∑
r+s+t=n
(−1)r+s tm
A,∩
X ,u ◦

1⊗rX ⊗m
A,∩
X ,s ⊗1
⊗t
X

= 0
for all integers n ¾ 1. Consequently they define an A∞-algebra structure onC ∗(X ,M ).
We break the proof in two lemmas. Let
∂ n
X ,r,s ,t
:

Xn ×k G
n−1
m

→

D
r,s ,t
X ,n |Gu−1m

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be the boundary map, associated to the weak boundary triple
Xn ×k G
n−1
m ≃DX ,n |Gn−1m ,→DX ,n |Grm×kAs−1×kGtm ←-DX ,n |Grm×k {0}s−1×kGtm ≃D
r,s ,t
X ,n |Gu−1m
and
∂ r,s ,tX ,0 :

D
r,s ,t
X ,n |Gu−1m

→

NX ,n

the boundary map associated to the weak boundary triple
D
r,s ,t
X ,n |Gu−1m ,→D
r,s ,t
X ,n ←-D
r,s ,t
X ,n |{0}u−1 ≃NX ,n .
We then get a morphism

Xn ×k Gn−1m

→

NX ,n

of bidegree (3−n ,0):
J
r,s ,t
X ,n := ∂
r,s ,t
X ,0 ◦ ∂
n
X ,r,s ,t ◦ {t1, . . . , tn−1} ◦ρ
∗
X ,n .
We consider the maps of bidegree (3−n ,0):
m A,∩X ,r,s ,t = (η
∗
X ,n
)−1 ◦ J r,s ,tX ,n ◦µ
A
X ,n
.
The following lemma generalizes lemma 11.7 of [Ros96]:
Lemma 3.5. — Let r,s , t be nonnegative integers such that n = r + s + t . Then
m
A,∩
X ,r,s ,t = (−1)
r+s tm
A,∩
X ,u ◦

1⊗r
X
⊗m
A,∩
X ,s ⊗1
⊗t
X

where u = r +1+ t .
Proof. — Denote by ∂ X ,s the boundary morphism provided by the weak boundary triple
X r ×k X
s ×k G
s−1
m
,→ X r ×k DX ,s ×k X
t ←-X r ×k NX ,s ×k X
t
Using in particular lemma 2.3, we have then a commutative diagram:
[X ]⊗n
•
1⊗rX ⊗m
A,∩
X ,s ⊗1
⊗t
X

•
µAX ,n //
•
1⊗rX ⊗µ
A
X ,s⊗1
⊗t
X ((PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
PP
[Xn ] •
ρ∗X ,n //

Xn ×k Gn−1m

[X ]⊗r ⊗ [X s ]⊗ [X ]⊗t
•
1⊗rX ⊗ρ
∗
X ,s⊗1
⊗t
X


X r ×k X s ×k Gs−1m ×k X
t ×k G
u−1
m
• (̟nX ,s )∗
OO
[X ]⊗r ⊗

X s ×k Gs−1m

⊗ [X ]⊗t
•
1⊗rX ⊗{tr+1 ,...,tr+s−1}⊗1
⊗t
X

•
×µ◦(1⊗×µ ) //

X r ×k X s ×k Gs−1m ×k X
t

•
{tr+1,...,tr+s−1}

•
OO
[X ]⊗r ⊗

X s ×k Gs−1m

⊗ [X ]⊗t
•
1⊗rX ⊗∂X ,s⊗1
⊗t
X

•
×µ◦(1⊗×µ ) //

X r ×k X s ×k Gs−1m ×k X
t

•
∂ X ,s

[X ]⊗r ⊗ [NX ,s ]⊗ [X ]⊗t •
×µ◦(1⊗×µ ) // X r ×k NX ,s ×k X t 
[X ]⊗u
•
1⊗rX ⊗η
∗
X ,s⊗1
⊗t
X
66mmmmmmmmmmmmmm
•
µAX ,u
// [Xu ]
BC
•
(idXr ×kηX ,s×k idXt )
∗
OO
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where the nonlabeled arrows are the obvious pullbacks. From the weak boundary triples
D
r,s ,t
X ,n |Gu−1m

  //
̟r,s ,tX ,n

D
r,s ,t
X ,n
̟
r,s ,t
X ,n

NX ,n?
_oo
̟r,s ,tX ,n

Xu ×Gu−1
m
  // DX ,u NX ,u?
_oo
and the extension of [Ros96, Proposition 4.4] mentioned in §2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 3.1.2, we get
∂ r,s ,tX ,0 ◦ (̟
r,s ,t
X ,n )
∗ = (̟r,s ,tX ,n )
∗ ◦ ∂X ,u . Similarly the weak boundary triples
Xn ×k Gn−1m
  //
̟nX ,s


DX ,n |Grm×kAs−1×kGtm
̟nX ,s


D
r,s ,t
X ,n |Gu−1m
? _oo
̟nX ,s

X r×kX s×kGs−1m ×kX
t ×kG
r+t
m
  // X r×kDX ,s×kX t ×kGr+tm X
r×kNX ,s×kX t×kGr+tm
? _oo
provides the equality ∂ nX ,r,s ,t ◦ (̟
n
X ,s )
∗ = (̟nX ,s )
∗ ◦ ∂˜X ,s where ∂˜X ,s is the boundary morphism
associated to the bottom line. From the weak boundary triples
X r×kX s×kGs−1m ×kX
t ×kGr+tm
  //


X r×kDX ,s×kX t ×kGr+tm


X r×kNX ,s×kX t×kGr+tm
? _oo

X r ×k X s ×k Gs−1m ×k X
t 
 // X r ×k DX ,s ×k X t X r ×k NX ,s ×k X t?
_oo
and the extension of [Ros96, Proposition 4.4] mentioned in §2.2.1, 2.2.2 and 3.1.2, we get
a commutative square

Xn ×k Gn−1m

•
{tr+1,...,tr+s−1} //

Xn ×k Gn−1m


X r×kX s×kGs−1m ×kX
t

• //
•
{tr+1,...,tr+s−1}


X r×kX s×kGs−1m ×kX
t×kG
u−1
m

•
{tr+1 ,...,tr+s−1}

•
(̟nX ,s )
∗
OO

X r×kX s×kGs−1m ×kX
t

• //
•
∂ X ,s


X r×kX s×kGs−1m ×kX
t ×k Gu−1m

•
∂˜X ,s

BC
•
(̟nX ,s )
∗
OO

X r×kNX ,s×kX t

• //

X r×kNX ,s×kX t×kGu−1m

•
{t1 ,...,tr ,tr+s ,...,tn−1}
//

X r×kNX ,s×kX t×kGu−1m

[Xu ] •
ρ∗X ,u
//
•
(idXr ×kηX ,s×k idXt )
∗
OO

Xu ×k Gu−1m

•
{t1 ,...,tr ,tr+s ,...,tn−1}
//
•
(idXr ×kηX ,s×k idXt ×k idGu−1m
)∗
OO

Xu ×k Gu−1m
•(idXr ×kηX ,s×k idXt ×k idGu−1m )∗
OO
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where the nonlabeled arrows are the obvious pullbacks. We also have the following com-
mutative square: 
X r ×k X s ×k Gs−1m ×k X
t ×k G
u−1
m

•
∂˜X ,s

•
(̟nX ,s )
∗
//

Xn ×k Gn−1m

•
∂ nX ,r,s ,t

X r ×k NX ,s ×k X t ×k Gu−1m

•
(̟nX ,s )
∗
//
•
{t1 ,...,tr ,tr+s ,...,tn−1}


D
r,s ,t
X ,n |Gu−1m

•
{t1 ,...,tr ,tr+s ,...,tn−1}

Xu ×k Gu−1m

•
∂X ,u

•
(idXr ×kηX ,s×k idXt ×k idGu−1m
)∗
//

X r ×k NX ,s ×k X t ×k Gu−1m

•
(̟nX ,s )
∗
//

D
r,s ,t
X ,n |Gu−1m

•
∂ r,s ,tX ,0

NX ,u

•
(̟
r,s ,t
X ,n )
∗
// NX ,n
[X ]
BC
•
η∗X ,n
OO
•
η∗X ,u
OO
Since Milnor K-theory is graded-commutative
{t1, . . . , tn−1}= (−1)
(s−1)t {t1, . . . , tr , tr+s , . . . , tn−1, tr+1, . . . , tr+s−1}
= (−1)(s−1)t {t1, . . . , tr , tr+s , . . . , tn−1} ◦ {tr+1, . . . , tr+s−1}.
Now ∂ nX ,r,s ,t being a boundary morphism we have
∂ nX ,r,s ,t ◦ {t1, . . . , tr , tr+s , . . . , tn−1}= (−1)
r+t {t1, . . . , tr , tr+s , . . . , tn−1} ◦ ∂
n
X ,r,s ,t ;
and therefore
∂ nX ,r,s ,t ◦ {t1, . . . , tn−1}= (−1)
(s−1)t ∂ nX ,r,s ,t ◦ {t1, . . . , tr , tr+s , . . . , tn−1} ◦ {tr+1, . . . , tr+s−1}
= (−1)r+s t {t1, . . . , tr , tr+s , . . . , tn−1} ◦ ∂
n
X ,r,s ,t
◦ {tr+1, . . . , tr+s−1}.
This together with the previous diagrams proves that
m
A,∩
X ,r,s ,t = (−1)
r+s tm
A,∩
X ,u ◦

1⊗r ⊗m
A,∩
X ,s ⊗1
⊗t

and the lemma is shown.
Now the following lemma has to be viewed as a higher order generalization of lemma
11.6 of [Ros96]:
Lemma 3.6. — We have ∑
r+s+t=n
m A,∩X ,r,s ,t = 0
where u = r + 1+ t and the sum is taken over all nonnegative integers r,s , t such that r +
s + t = n.
Proof. — For each decomposition n = r + s + t where r,s , t are nonnegative integers, the
subscheme Gr
m
×k {0}s−1×k Gtm of A
n−1 is a locally closed subset Br,s ,t . The various Br,s ,t
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are disjoint locally closed subsets in An−1 and we consider their union B with its reduced
scheme structure. We have a decomposition into a direct sum of abelian groups:
Cp
 
DX ,n |B ,M ,m

=
⊕
r+s+t=n
Cp

DX ,n |Br,s ,t ,M ,m

.
The fact that C∗(DX ,n |B ,M ,m ) is a complex, implies that its differential d satisfies d 2 = 0.
We therefore have ∑
r+s+t=n
∂ r,s ,tX ,0 ◦ ∂
n
X ,r,s ,t
= 0.
Precomposing with {t1, . . . , tn−1} ◦ρ
∗
X ,n we get∑
r+s+t=n
JX ,r,s ,t = 0.
Now the result follows from the definition of the mapsm A,∩X ,r,s ,t .
3.3. Projection formula for higher intersection products. — As one may expect, higher
intersection products satisfy some kind of projection formula. More precisely the follow-
ing proposition holds:
Proposition 3.7. — Let Y → X bea proper andflatmorphismof smooth k -schemesof finite
type. Let u ¾ 1 be an integer and r, t be nonnegative integers such that r + 1+ t = u . We
have
m A,∩X ,u ◦

1⊗r
X
⊗ f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

= f ∗ ◦m
A,∩
Y ,u ◦
 
( f ∗)⊗r ⊗1Y ⊗ ( f
∗)⊗t

.
Proof. — We may assume u ¾ 2. Otherwise the formula states simply that f ∗ is a closed
morphism. Moreover since products are commutative, it is enough to prove the following
formula:
m
A,∩
X ,u ◦

f ∗⊗1
⊗u−1
X

= f ∗ ◦m
A,∩
Y ,u ◦

1Y ⊗ ( f
∗)⊗u−1

.
Let Γ f : Y ,→ Y ×k X be the graph of the morphism f and consider the closed immersions
θi given by the cartesian squares
Y ×k Xu−2
θi //
hi=f ×k id


Y ×k Xu−1
h=f ×k id

Xu−1
δiX ,u // Xu .
LetD be the simultaneous deformation space to the normal cone associated to the closed
immersions θ1, . . . ,θu and N its fiber over {0}u . By functoriality as recalled in §1.2.2, we
have a commutative diagram:
D
D ′(h,h1 ,...,hu )
//
@A
//
D(h,h1 ,...,hu )
**
DX ,u |Y×kX u−1×kAu−1
//


DX ,u

Y ×k Xu−1×k Au−1
f ×k id // Xu ×k Au−1.
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The morphism D ′(h,h1, . . . ,hu ) is a closed immersion and therefore D(h,h1, . . . ,hu ) is a
proper morphism. ThemorphismN →NX ,u |Y induced byD ′(h,h1, . . . ,hu ) being a closed
immersion between two vector bundles of the same rank, is an isomorphism. On the other
hand for any i ∈ {1, . . . ,u }we have a square
Y u−1
δiY ,u //
g i=id×k f u−2

Y u
g=id×k f u−1

Y ×k Xu−2
θi // Y ×k Xu−1
and so by functoriality a diagram
DY ,u
D ′(g ,g 1,...,g u )
//
@A
//
D(g ,g 1,...,g u )
))
D|Y u×kAu−1
//


D

Y u ×k Au−1
id×k f u−1×k id // Y ×k Xu−1×k Au−1.
in which all maps are flat. Now let ∂ :

Y ×k Xu−1×k Gu−1m

→ [N ] be the boundary map
provided by the weak boundary triple
Y ×k X
u−1×k G
u−1
m
,→D←-N .
It is easy to check that we have two commutative squares
[Y ]⊗ [X ]⊗ · · ·⊗ [X ] //
f ∗⊗1
⊗u−1
X


Y ×k Xu−1

h∗

[X ]⊗ [X ]⊗ · · ·⊗ [X ] // [Xu ]
[Y ]⊗ [X ]⊗ · · ·⊗ [X ] //
1Y⊗(f ∗)⊗u−1


Y ×k Xu−1

g ∗

[Y ]⊗ [Y ]⊗ · · ·⊗ [Y ] // [Y u ]
where the horizontal arrows are given by the product maps on homotopy invariant cycle
complexes. Let η : N → Y and ρ : Y ×k Xu−1 ×k Gu−1m → Y ×k X
u−1 be the respective
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projections, we have then a commutative diagram:
[Y u ]
ρ∗Y ,u //
Sq1

Y u ×k Gu−1m
 {t1 ,...,tu−1} //
Sq2

Y u ×k Gu−1m
 ∂Y ,u //
Sq3
[NY ,u ]
Sq4

Y ×k Xu−1
 ρ∗ //
g ∗
OO
h∗

Sq5

Y ×k Xu−1×k Gu−1m
{t1 ,...,tu−1}
//
(g×k id)∗
OO
(h×k id)∗

Sq6

Y ×k Xu−1×k Gu−1m
 ∂ //
(g×k id)∗
OO
(h×k id)∗

Sq7
[N ]
D(g ,g 1,...,g u )∗
OO
D(h,h1 ,...,hu )∗

Sq8
[Y ]
f ∗

η∗oo
ED
η∗Y ,uoo
[Xu ]
ρ∗X ,u
//

Xu ×k Gu−1m

{t1 ,...,tu−1}
//

Xu ×k Gu−1m

∂X ,u
// [NX ,u ] [X ]
η∗X ,u
oo
The commutativity of squares Sq1 and Sq4 follows from functoriality of pullbacks. The
commutativity of squares Sq5 and Sq8 follows from the base change formula proved in
proposition 4.1.(3) of [Ros96], while the commutativity of squares Sq2 and Sq6 is a conse-
quence of lemmas 4.2.(1) and 4.3.(1) of loc.cit.. The commutativity of squares Sq3 and Sq5
is provided by proposition 4.4 of loc.cit., going back to the definitions it proves the desired
formula.
4. Perturbation theory and intersection theory for cycle complexes
In the previous section we have explained how to construct an A∞-algebra structure on
the homotopy invariant cycle complex of a smooth k -scheme of finite type over k with
coefficients in a cycle moduleM with a ring structure. Nowwe would like to deduce from
it an A∞-algebra structure on Rost’s cycle complex via the SDR-datum of §3.1.4: C ∗(X ,M ) αAX // C ∗(X ,M )
rAX
oo ,HA
X
 .
So we want to
– descend the A∞-algebra structure from the big complex C ∗(X ,M ) to the smaller one
C ∗(X ,M ), in order to obtain the desired higher intersection products
m ∩
X ,n
:C ∗(X ,M )⊗n →C ∗(X ,M )
on Rost’s cycle complex;
– construct twomorphisms of A∞ algebras
C ∗(X ,M )
αX //
C ∗(X ,M )
rX
oo
such that:
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(1) r∞X ◦α
∞
X = 1;
(2) α∞X ,1 =αX and r
∞
X ,1 = rX ;
(3) the morphisms of A∞-algebras 1 and α
∞
X ◦ r
∞
X are homotopic.
This is a classical problem in homological perturbation theory which goes back to J. Stash-
eff and the early development of A∞-algebras. Our main references will be [Gug72, LS87,
GLS91], papers which contain the results needed for the present application. There are
other ways to solve this question, see [Kel01] and [JL01] for instance, however perturba-
tion lemma and its application nicknamed tensor trick have a key advantage for us: they
provide explicit formulas for which we can checked that the new higher intersection prod-
ucts still satisfy basic properties such as the projection formula.
For readers’ convenience we have included in the next two subsections a survey of the
application of the perturbation lemma to our present situation. The explicit formulas that
are obtained in terms of the bar construction are used in the third subsection to prove the
projection formula.
4.1. The bar construction. — Let us now recall the definition of an A∞-category in term
of the bar construction.
4.1.1. — A coalgebra in grC is the data of an object A and a comultiplication ∆ :A→ A⊗A
of bidegree (0,0) which is coassociative i.e. (∆⊗ 1) ◦∆ = (1⊗∆) ◦∆. A coderivation of a
coalgebra is a graded map b : A → A which satisfies the analog of the Leibniz rule: ∆ ◦b =
(1⊗b +b ⊗ 1) ◦∆. Let C be an object in grC. The reduced tensor coalgebra T c (C ) of C is
defined as the object of grC:
T c (C ) =
⊕
n¾1
C⊗n
together with the comultiplication ∆ : T c (C ) → T c (C )⊗ T c (C ) whose n-th component
C⊗n → T c (C )→T c (C )⊗T c (C ) is the sum of themorphisms C⊗n →C⊗i ⊗C⊗j with i+ j = n
provided by the associativity constraint of grC.
Remark 4.1. — Each graded map b : T c (C )→ C lifts uniquely to a coderivation T c (C )→
T c (C ) of the same bidegree. More precisely its lifting to a coderivation of T c (C ) is obtained
as follows: each decomposition n = r + s + t of an integer n ¾ 1 into a sum of nonnegative
integers provides a graded map 1⊗r ⊗b s ⊗1⊗t :C⊗n →C⊗u where b s :C⊗s →C is the s -th
component of b , the sum of these gradedmaps provides a gradedmorphism∑
r+s+t=n
1⊗r ⊗b s ⊗1
⊗t :C⊗n → T c (C )
and the collection of these graded morphisms as n varies defines the coderivation∑
n¾1
∑
r+s+t=n
1⊗r ⊗b s ⊗1
⊗t :T c (C )→ T c (C )
which lifts the morphism b we have started with.
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4.1.2. — To get rid of the signs in the definition of an A∞-algebra given in §3.2.1, it is
useful to introduce the suspension functor. Let n ¾ 1 be an integer and C ,D two objects
in grC. We have an isomorphism
grC(r,s )

C⊗i ,D
 ∼
−→ grC(r+i−1,s )

(SC )⊗i ,SD

which maps a graded morphism f :C⊗i →D to the graded morphism
(−1)r+s+i−1sD ◦ f ◦ (s
−1
C )
⊗i : (SC )⊗i → SD; (6)
where sC and sD are defined as in the appendix.
4.1.3. — The bar coalgebra of an object A in grC is the reduced tensor coalgebra B(A) :=
T c (SA). Assume to be given a family of graded maps mn : A⊗n → A of bidegree (2−n ,0).
The above isomorphism provides a family of gradedmaps bn : (SA)⊗→ SA of bidegree (1,0)
and thus a graded map B(A) → SA of bidegree (1,0) which is the restriction of a unique
coderivation b : B(A)→B(A) of degree (1,0) according to remark 4.1.
Using the formula above, one sees that themapsmn define aA∞-algebra structure onC
if and only if the corresponding coderivation b on B(C ) is a differential i.e. satisfies b 2 = 0:
Lemma 4.2. — With the notation above the following are equivalent:
(1) the maps mn : A⊗n → A yield an A∞-structure on A;
(2) the corresponding coderivation b on B(A) satisfies b 2 = 0;
(3) for each n ¾ 1, we have (5) ∑
r+s+t
bu ◦ (1
⊗r ⊗b s ⊗1
⊗t ),
where the sum runs over all decompositions n = r + s + t and we set u = r +1+ t .
Let A and B be two A∞-algebras. Via isomorphism (6), it is not difficult to see that
A∞-morphisms A → B are in one to one correspondence with maps of DG coalgebras
B(A)→B(B ).
4.2. Perturbation lemma and tensor trick. — Let C and D be objects in grC. Let
C
α //
D
r
oo ,H

(7)
be an SDR-datum.
(5)Note that no signs appear in this formula. The signs in the definition of an A∞ come from the bijection 6 and
the sign which occurs in particular in the definition of the suspension S.
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4.2.1. — This SDR-datum is said to be a contraction (or to satisfy the side conditions) if its
homotopy has the following properties:
(1) H ◦α= 0;
(2) r ◦H = 0;
(3) H2 = 0.
As noticed in [LS87, §2.1], it is always possible to alter the homotopy of a given a SDR-
datum, in order to get a contraction. Namely first we consider the homotopy H ′ = δ(H ) ◦
H ◦δ(H ) which satisfies conditions (1) and (2), and then we get a contraction
C
α //
D
r
oo ,H ′′

by takingH ′′ =H ′ ◦d ◦H ′.
4.2.2. — We assume here that the SDR-datum (7) is a contraction and that D has an A∞-
algebra structure. Consider the induced contraction between the corresponding bar DG
coalgebras (6)  
(B(C ),dC )
B(α) //
(B(D),dD )
B(r )
oo ,B(H )
!
; (8)
where B(α),B(r ) are the obvious maps and B(H ) denotes abusively themaps given on each
factor (SD)⊗n by
n∑
i=1
1⊗i−1⊗S(H )⊗ (S(α) ◦S(r ))⊗n−i : (SD)⊗n → (SD)⊗n .
The maps B(α),B(r ) are maps of coalgebras and B(H ) is an homotopy of DG coalgebras.
The structure of A∞-algebra on D provides another differential bD on D. Let tD be the
difference tD = bD − dD . Following [Gug72, §3], one then defines inductively a sequence
of gradedmaps t
(p )
D
t
(1)
D = tD , t
(p+1)
D = (tD ◦B(H ))
◦p ◦ tD .
Using the graded map Σ
(p )
D = t
(1)
D + · · ·+ t
(p )
D , then we can modify inductively the graded
maps in our contraction (8) and get sequences of graded maps on B(C ):
b
(p+1)
C = b
(p )
D +B(r ) ◦ t
(p )
D ◦B(α) = dC +B(r ) ◦Σ
(p )
D ◦B(α)
B(α)(p+1) = B(α)(p )+B(H ) ◦ t
(p )
D ◦B(α) = B(α)+B(H ) ◦Σ
(p )
D ◦B(α);
and sequences of gradedmaps on B(D):
B(r )(p+1) = B(r )(p )+B(r ) ◦ t
(p )
D ◦B(H ) =B(r )+B(r ) ◦Σ
(p )
D ◦B(H )
B(H )(p+1) = B(H )(p )+B(H ) ◦ t
(p )
D ◦B(H ) =B(H )+B(H ) ◦Σ
(p )
D ◦B(H ).
(6)The differential dC on the bar coalgebra B(C ) (likewise for D) is gotten from the family of maps dC ,n = 0 for
n ¾ 2 and dC ,1 = dC .
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Now consider the increasing filtration on the bar coalgebra B(D) defined by
FpB(D) =

p⊕
n¾1
(SD)⊗n if p ¾ 1
0 otherwise
and the similar filtration on the bar coalgebra B(C ). The morphisms B(α),B(r ) and B(H )
are filtered i.e. maps Fp to Fp whereas the morphism tD = bD −dD maps Fp to Fp−1. As a
result we have
b
(p+1)
C = b
(p )
C , B(α)
(p+1) = B(α)(p )
on FpB(C ) and
B(r )(p+1) = B(r )(p ), B(H )(p+1) = B(H )(p )
on FpB(D). From this we get a gradedmap of degree (1,0)
bC : B(C )→B(C )
a graded map of degree (−1,0)
B(H )(∞) : B(D)→B(D)
and two graded maps of degree (0,0)
B(C )
B(α)(∞)//
B(D)
B(r )(∞)
oo .
The basic perturbation lemma [Gug72, lemma 3.2] (see also [GLS91, lemma 2.1.2]), shows
that the morphisms above provide a contraction 
(B(C ),bC )
B(α)(∞)//
(B(D),bD )
B(r )(∞)
oo ,B(H )(∞)
!
.
Moreover B(α)(∞),B(r )(∞) are maps of DG coalgebras and B(H )(∞) is an homotopy of mor-
phisms of DG coalgebras. If we translate this result back to the language of A∞-algebras
we exactly get what wewanted. Namely bC provides an A∞-algebra structure onC , B(α)(∞)
and B(r )(∞) provides morphisms of A∞-algebras α∞ : C → D and r∞ : D → C which lift α
and r and satisfy r∞ ◦α∞ = 1, and finally B(H )(∞) provides an homotopy of A∞-morphisms
between 1 and α∞ ◦ r∞.
4.3. Higher intersection products on cycle complexes. — Now apply the perturbation
technics as explained in §4.2 to the contraction C ∗(X ,M ) αAX // C ∗(X ,M )
rAX
oo ,HAX
′′

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where C ∗(X ,M ) is given the A∞-algebra structure constructed in §3.2 and H
A
X
′′ is defined
from HAX as in §4.2.1. We get a coderivation b
∩
X on the bar coalgebra BC
∗(X ,M ) which
satisfies b∩X ◦b
∩
X . This is our A∞-algebra structure on C
∗(X ,M ) and we denote by
m ∩X ,n :C
∗(X ,M )⊗n →C ∗(X ,M )
the corresponding gradedmaps of bidegree (2−n ,0). We also have twomorphisms of DG
coalgebras
α†X : BC
∗(X ,M )→BC ∗(X ,M ) r †X : BC
∗(X ,M )→BC ∗(X ,M )
which lift our contraction. We denote by
α∞
X ,n
:C ∗(X ,M )⊗n →C ∗(X ,M ) r∞
X ,n
:C ∗(X ,M )⊗n →C ∗(X ,M )
themorphisms obtained from α†X ,n and r
†
X ,n by desuspension as in §4.1.2. Let us now show
that the higher intersection products still satisfy the projection formula. This is a corollary
of proposition 3.7. The computation is easy but nevertheless a bit tedious. We first start
by proving the following proposition which will be used to prove the projection formula:
Proposition 4.3. — Let Y → X bea flat andpropermorphismof smooth k -schemesof finite
type. Let u ¾ 1 be an integer and r, t be nonnegative integers such that r + 1+ t = u . We
have
α∞
X ,u
◦

1⊗r
X
⊗ f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

= f ∗ ◦α
∞
Y ,u
◦
 
( f ∗)⊗r ⊗1Y ⊗ ( f
∗)⊗t

and also
r∞
X ,u
◦

1⊗r
X
⊗ f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

= f ∗ ◦ r
∞
Y ,u
◦
 
( f ∗)⊗r ⊗1Y ⊗ ( f
∗)⊗t

.
Proof. — To avoid signs and to be able to use the formulas given by the perturbation
lemma it is more convenient to prove the two equalities using the bar construction, i.e.
in terms of α†X ,n and r
†
X ,n . We have
(7)

tX ◦B(H
A
X
′′)

u
= bA,∩X ,u ◦
 u∑
i=1
1⊗i−1
X
⊗S(HA
X
′′)⊗ (S(αA
X
) ◦S(r A
X
))⊗u−i

=
u∑
i=1
b
A,∩
X ,u ◦

1⊗i−1
X
⊗S(HA
X
′′)⊗ (S(αA
X
) ◦S(r A
X
))⊗u−i

.
Assume i = r +1. Then
bA,∩X ,u ◦

1⊗i−1
X
⊗S(HA
X
′′)⊗ (S(αA
X
) ◦S(r A
X
))⊗u−i

◦
 
1⊗r ⊗S( f ∗)⊗1
⊗t

= b
A,∩
X ,u ◦

1⊗i−1X ⊗

S(HAX
′′) ◦S( f ∗)

⊗ (S(αAX ) ◦S(r
A
X ))
⊗u−i

= bA,∩X ,u ◦

1⊗i−1
X
⊗

S( f ∗) ◦S(H
A
Y
′′)

⊗ (S(αA
X
) ◦S(r A
X
))⊗u−i

= b
A,∩
X ,u ◦

1⊗rX ⊗S( f ∗)⊗1
⊗t
X

◦

1⊗i−1X ⊗S(H
A
Y
′′)⊗ (S(αAX ) ◦S(r
A
X ))
⊗u−i

.
(7)In the computations that follow we also denote by 1X the identity of SC ∗(X ,M ) or SC ∗(X ,M ).
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Proposition 3.7 yields
b
A,∩
X ,u ◦

1⊗i−1X ⊗S(H
A
X
′′)⊗ (S(αAX ) ◦S(r
A
X ))
⊗u−i

◦

1⊗rX ⊗S( f ∗)⊗1
⊗t
X

= S( f ∗) ◦b
A,∩
Y ,u ◦
 
S( f ∗)⊗r ⊗1Y ⊗S( f
∗)⊗t

◦

1⊗i−1
Y
⊗S(HA
Y
′′)⊗ (S(αA
X
) ◦S(r A
X
))⊗u−i

= S( f ∗) ◦b
A,∩
Y ,u ◦

1⊗i−1
Y
⊗S(HA
Y
′′)⊗ (S(αA
Y
) ◦S(r A
Y
))⊗u−i

◦
 
S( f ∗)⊗r ⊗1Y ⊗S( f
∗)⊗t

since f ∗ ◦ αAX ◦ r
A
X = α
A
Y ◦ r
A
Y ◦ f
∗. We can do exactly the same kind of computation when
i 6= r +1 and then taking the sum we get
tX ◦B(H
A
X
′′)

u
◦

1⊗r
X
⊗S( f ∗)⊗1
⊗t
X

= S( f ∗) ◦

tY ◦B(H
A
Y
′′)

u
◦
 
S( f ∗)⊗r ⊗1Y ⊗S( f
∗)⊗t

.
Now it is not difficult to check by induction that the projection formula holds for all the
maps t
(i )
X ,u where 1¶ i ¶ u and consequently holds for Σ
(u )
X ,u .
Now let us check the projection formula for the morphism α†X ,u . We have α
†
X ,1 = S(α
A
X )
and αAX ◦ f ∗= f ∗ ◦α
A
Y , so wemay assume that u ¾ 2. The morphism α
†
X is given by
α†X =B(α
A
X
)+B(HA
X
′′) ◦Σ
(u )
X ◦B(α
A
X
)
on (SC ∗(X ,M ))⊗u and therefore α†X ,u is given by
α†X ,u = SH
A
X
′′ ◦Σ
(u )
X ,u ◦ (Sα
A
X )
⊗u .
The projection formula for α†X ,u follows from the projection formula for Σ
(u )
X ,u since
f ∗ ◦H
A
Y
′′ =HAX
′′ ◦ f ∗
(αA
X
)⊗u ◦

1⊗r
X
⊗ f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

=

1⊗r
X
⊗ f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

◦ (αA
X
)⊗u
(αA
Y
)⊗u ◦
 
( f ∗)⊗r ⊗1Y ⊗ ( f
∗)⊗t

=
 
( f ∗)⊗r ⊗1Y ⊗ ( f
∗)⊗t

◦ (αA
X
)⊗u .
The morphism r †X is given by
r †X = B(r
A
X )+B(r
A
X ) ◦Σ
(u )
X ◦B(H
A
X
′′);
this yields
r †X ,u = Sr
A
X ◦Σ
(u )
X ,u ◦
 u∑
i=1
1⊗i−1⊗S(HAX
′′)⊗ (S(αAX ) ◦S(r
A
X ))
⊗u−i
 .
The projection formula follows also from the projection formula for the maps Σ
(u )
X ,u .
Proposition 4.4. — Let Y → X bea proper andflatmorphismof smooth k -schemesof finite
type. Let u ¾ 1 be an integer and r, t be nonnegative integers such that r + 1+ t = u . We
have
m ∩
X ,u
◦

1⊗r
X
⊗ f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

= f ∗ ◦m
∩
Y ,u
◦
 
( f ∗)⊗r ⊗Y 1⊗ ( f
∗)⊗t

.
Proof. — This is equivalent to prove that the morphisms b∩X ,n satisfy the following projec-
tion formula:
b∩
X ,u
◦

1⊗r
X
⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

= S f ∗ ◦b
∩
Y ,u
◦
 
(S f ∗)⊗r ⊗1Y ⊗ (S f
∗)⊗t

.
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Since α†X is a morphism of A∞-algebras and r
†
X ◦α
†
X = 1, we have b
∩
X = r
†
X ◦b
A,∩
X ◦α
†
X . From
this one deduces that
b∩
X ,u
=
∑
r †X ,n+1+m ◦

1⊗n
X
⊗bA,∩X ,s ⊗1
⊗m
X

◦

α†X ,i 1 ⊗ · · ·⊗α
†
X ,i k

,
where the sum runs over all decompositions i 1+ · · ·+ i k = u and n + s +m = k . Fix such
decompositions and let i 0 = 0. There exists an integer ℓ ∈ {1, . . . ,k }, such that i 0+· · ·+i ℓ−1 ¶
r +1¶ i 0+ · · ·+i ℓ. Set rℓ = r −i 0−· · ·−i ℓ−1 and let tℓ be the integer such that i ℓ = rℓ+1+tℓ .
We have
α†X ,i 1 ⊗ · · ·⊗α
†
X ,i k

◦

1⊗r
X
⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

=α†X ,i 1 ⊗ · · ·⊗

α†X ,i ℓ ◦

1
⊗rℓ
X ⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗tℓ
X

⊗ · · ·⊗α†X ,i k
By lemma 4.3
α†X ,i ℓ ◦

1
⊗rℓ
X ⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗tℓ
X

= S f ∗ ◦α
†
Y ,i ℓ
◦
 
(S f ∗)⊗rℓ ⊗1Y ⊗ (S f
∗)⊗tℓ

;
and so we have
α†X ,i 1 ⊗ · · ·⊗α
†
X ,i k

◦

1⊗rX ⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

=

1⊗ℓ−1X ⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗k−ℓ
X

◦

α†X ,i 1 ⊗ · · ·⊗α
†
Y ,i ℓ
⊗ · · ·⊗α†X ,i k

◦

1
⊗i 1
X ⊗ · · ·⊗

(S f ∗)
⊗rℓ
X ⊗1Y ⊗ (S f
∗)⊗tℓ

⊗ · · ·⊗1
i k
X

.
Assume now that n ¶ ℓ ¶ n + s . In the other cases the computation is similar and even
easier. In order to keep notation as simple as possible, wemay further assume that ℓ=n+1
without loss of generality. In that case an application of proposition 3.7 yields
1⊗nX ⊗b
A,∩
X ,s ⊗1
⊗m
X

◦

1⊗ℓ−1X ⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗k−ℓ
X

= 1⊗nX ⊗

b
A,∩
X ,s ◦

S f ∗⊗1
⊗s−1
X

⊗1⊗mX
= 1⊗n
X
⊗

S f ∗ ◦b
A,∩
Y ,s ◦

1Y ⊗ (S f
∗)⊗s−1

⊗1⊗m
X
=

1⊗n
X
⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗m
X

◦

1⊗n
X
⊗b
A,∩
Y ,s ⊗1
⊗m
X

◦

1⊗n
X
⊗1Y ⊗ (S f
∗)⊗s−1⊗1⊗m
X

.
By lemma 4.3
r †X ,n+1+m ◦

1⊗n
X
⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗m
X

= S f ∗ ◦ r
†
Y ,n+1+m ◦
 
(S f ∗)⊗n ⊗1Y ⊗ (S f
∗)⊗m

.
Since f ∗ ◦α†X ,i =α
†
Y ,i ◦ f
∗ for any integer i , we obtain
r †X ,n+1+m ◦

1⊗n
X
⊗bA,∩X ,s ⊗1
⊗m
X

◦

α†X ,i 1 ⊗ · · ·⊗α
†
X ,i k

◦

1⊗r
X
⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

= S f ∗ ◦ r
†
Y ,n+1+m ◦

1⊗n
Y
⊗b
A,∩
Y ,s ⊗1
⊗m
Y

◦

α†Y ,i 1 ⊗ · · ·⊗α
†
Y ,i k

◦
 
(S f ∗)⊗r ⊗1Y ⊗ (S f
∗)⊗t

Taking the sum over all decompositions we finally get
b∩
X ,u
◦

1⊗r
X
⊗S f ∗⊗1
⊗t
X

= S f ∗ ◦b
∩
Y ,u
◦
 
(S f ∗)⊗r ⊗Y 1⊗ (S f
∗)⊗t

.
This is the projection formula as desired.
Applications. — In a further development we use this A∞-algebra structure to construct
an A∞-category of ✭✭ proper correspondences ✮✮, whose associated triangulated category
of twisted complexes is closely related to the weight complexes defined by H. Gillet and C.
Soule´.
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A
Sign conventions
The paper [Ros96] is rather sketchy about sign conventions. When looking carefully
at §3.9 in loc.cit., one might get puzzled by the somehow strange choices of signs made,
moreover in formula 14.3 and the chain rule formula 14.4 of loc.cit. the signs are not cor-
rect and do not follow from an application of the rules imposed in the definition of a cycle
module. In loc.cit the chain complex C∗(X ,M ) is bigraded, defined by
Cp (X ,M ,n ) =
⊕
x∈X (p )
Mn+p (κ(x ));
and the definition of the differential for bigraded maps such as the four basic maps only
involve the degree of the map with respect with the second grading. This choice is incom-
patible with the fact that sign( f ∗) should be 1 for a flat morphism as stated. As one may
guess, this is of little importance, however since we have to work with A∞-algebras we feel
the need to be precise on this matter and provide the following tedious definitions.
A Z-graded complex of abelian groups is a cochain complex C with a decomposition
of C into a direct sum over Z of a family of subcomplexes C (n ). Let C and D be Z-graded
complexes of abelian groups. Graded morphisms C → D mapping C p (n ) to Dp+r (n − s )
are said to be of bidegree (r,s ) and form an abelian group grC(r,s )(C ,D). The abelian group
of gradedmorphisms of total degree k is then the direct sum
grCk (C ,D) =
⊕
r+s=k
grC(r,s )(C ,D).
These Hom groups are the components a cochain complex with differential given by
δ(u ) := d ◦u +(−1)k+1u ◦d
for a morphism u of total degree k . As usual a graded morphism u is said to be closed
whenδ(u ) = 0. The suspension SC of theZ-graded complex of abelian groupsC is defined
by (SC )i (n ) = C i+1(n ) together with the differential given by d iSC = −d
i+1
C . By definition
identities on each components provide a closed morphism sC : C → SC of degree (−1,0).
The tensor product of the Z-graded complexes of abelian groupsC andD is defined to be
the bigraded abelian group with components
(C ⊗D)k (ℓ) =
⊕
k=p+q
ℓ=n+m
C p (n )⊗ZC
q (m )
endowed with the differential given by
d (a ⊗b )= d a ⊗b +(−1)p+na ⊗db .
If u :C →C ′ and v :D→D ′ are gradedmaps, their tensor product u ⊗v is the gradedmap
given by
(u ⊗ v )(a ⊗b )= (−1)(p+n)(r+s )u (a )⊗ v (b )
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where (r,s ) is the bidegree of v . With this definition, the differential of the tensor product
is simply given by the equality dC⊗D = dC ⊗ 1+ 1⊗dD . The commutativity isomorphism
is then given as usual by the Koszul rule with respect to the total degree. With these con-
ventions, Z-graded complexes of abelian groups form a tensor DG category (8) denoted by
grC in this paper.
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